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The cuJtivatiqn process which stems from research done by George Gerbner 
and others,Jooks atthe relationship between audience viewing exposvre to 
certain programming content and the possible resulting distorted:view ofreality 
(Nolan and Houlberg, 1987·: Buerkei-Rothfuss. and Mayes, 19.81; Tan, 1~81). 
This type of research has been applied to soap operas, action adventure, and . 
nighttime dramas. According to Buerkei~Roihfuss and Mayes (1981}, "there 
appears to be an important relationship between what a .person watches on 
daytime serials and what he or she believes to pe true about those aspects of 
the 'real wodd' which tend to be portrayed with exaggerated frequency on soap 
oper~s" (p. · ~ t4}. Ttte cultivation effect is defined as the distorted view olreality 
which results from the heavy viewing exposure to a certain type of programming 
col"'teht The assumption behind the cultivation hypothesis is thatthe more 
hours an individual exposes himself or herself to a particular type of program 
content. the more the individual's view of reality will be consistent with the 
.. reality" shown in the prograri"t 
It is oo my?t~ry that for the past half-century, millions of Americans have 
made the broadcast soap opera a daily habit. In response to the heavy interest 












syst~matically study this area of broadcast programming (Nolan and Houlbe·rg. 
1987; Newcomb; 198~; Allen, 1985; Cantor and Pingree, 1983; Jntintoli, 1984}. 
The purpose of ttils study is to investigate the retationstlip between women's 
perceptions. of hO\N other women dress based on their amount of viewing 
exposure to nighttime dramas. l.n addition, this study wm investigate the 
relationship between viewing exposure .and the use ·of nighttime dramas for 
fashion information, and the importance of dressing like the characters 'in the 
nighttime dramas. 
RATIONALE AND PFlOBLEM: 
The cultivation effect has been heavily studied in the past20 years with 
many of the studies examining the effects of hea\iy exposure to daytime soap 
operas, yet the surge of nighttime soap operas has not been fully examined 
regardi"ng.the cultivation effect IUs the author's cont.ention that nighttime 
dramas WOC;Jid $eern to be able to cultivate<vfewers' perception$ of reality as do 
the daytime soap operas. Therefore, it is-the author's contentionthat nighttime 
dramas sh·ould be examined to see ifthe cultivation effect does take place. 
Similar to the daytime soaps, the nighttime soaps seem to demonstrate> over-
exaggerated aspects of reality. "The fascinati,on with the sort of fantasy drama 
that is presented on daytime soaps has become so popular th~tevening 





format, such shows as 'Dynasty' and 'Knots Landing,' for example· (Gra.dy, 
1982). 
Cultivation of a false reality by soap operas has been ~mpirically· 
demonstrated~ One such study was done by Buerkei-Rothfuss and Mayes 
(1981). ·Their study showed that heayyviewers of daytime soap operas had 
highsr estimates than non-viewers and light viewers regai'ding the number of 
doctors, lawyers, affairs, divorces, illegitimate children, etc. there are in the real 
world, which reflects the nonreafistic content of the soap opera worfd. 
For the. purpose ofthi$. study. fashion was the cultivation concept e~amiried. 
It is the author's contention that nighttime dramas, which include •oynasty", 
"Dallas" and "Knots Landing,• to name a fewi :do seem to over-exaggerate how 
women dress on a daily basis. Thus, the question is, does heavy viewing 
. . 
exposure to these type~ Of prog.rams distort women's perceptions of fashion? 
To more closely focus on women's fashions. only women were survey~d about 
their perceptions of how other women dress. It was the author's contention to 
hold 'this study strictly to women in order to simplify the study~ The author 
wanted to pinpoint women's perceptions of fashion in this study w!tll the 
contention that future research could delve into other areas of fashion with 
regards to the cultivation e.ffect. 
The statement that the heavy viewing of soap operas can cause distorted 
perceptions: of reality demonstrates the idea that fashion perceptions may also 




nighttime dramas. The faCt that media can distort viewers' p~tceptions ofrea!ity, 
which may ·affect viewers• buying habits of clothing. rnakesthi.s study 
worthwhile, If a signific~nt ·number of the viewers feel that everyday women 
really do dress like the women in the nighttime dramas, would notthis 
demonstrate. to.sorne degree, that the media have affected these viewers? 
It is1he author's contention. that clothing has to mention the different effects 
and the importance that clothing can have on the il'ldividual. It has been shown 
by Pinaire (1973}, Taylor and .Compton (1968}, Hendricks, Kelly and .Eicqer 
(19~8) that clothing has many different effects on people. For example, Pinai·re 
found that clothing acted to some extent as a symbolic indicator of identity, 
attitudes, values, moods and personality. Taylor and Comptoniound that 
students were high in oonformin.g dress behavior in order to rnaintain 
harmonious relations with ·others. Hendricks, Kelly and ticher observed that 
clothing hiflu$nced a girrs popularity at her school ahd clothing also played an 
important ·role concerning ·group acceptance. 
Furthermore; the fact that society spends milliof1S and millions of dollars bn 
clothing also demonstrates thatfashion is important to society. In addition, there 
is a serious potential for the cultivation effect resulting from the viewing of 
nighttime dramas to affect what women buy. Since nighttime dramas seem to. 
over-exaggerate or even create reality, and .since fashion · is important to society 





) see th.e effects, if any, thatthese s.hows haVe on women's perceptions of. how 
other women dress .. 
ThiS stvdY W\U investigate the cultivation effeCt nighttime dramas may have 
on women viewer:s' perceptions of how other women~ dress; Therefore, th~ 
fiter~ture ~eview which ·follows willp}ace a.n emphasis-on studies devoted to 
soap operas, cultiVation effect and clothing articles. This investiga~ion should 
further the anemptsto gain a betterund$rstanding of the cultivation effect and 
how It affects· viewer~· perceptions of reality. 
LITERATUAE·.REVIEW: 
In order to achieve a full understanding ofthe variables involved in this 
study, a general understanding of eac:h element and its relationship to the ,other 
elements iS necessary; Hence, the following discussion will focus first on the 
cultivation effect From there a reViE!W o'f the relevant soap opera studies wiWbe 






I CULTIVATlON RESEARCH: 
This section will clarify how television has the ability to distort reality • or 
cultivate one's perception of .reality due to exposvre to television's content. 
While one reads this section, it wouid help to think about the content in 
nighttime dramas while reading a~out the cultivation effe·ct. The cultivation 
effect: is defined as the distorted view of reality which results from heavy viewing 
eXPOSI.Jre to a certain type of programming content 
One study on cultivation by television was done by Gross .and Signorielli 
(1979)., This article described how violence played a key role- in television'.s 
portrayal of the social order. It analyzed the world of television drama which 
mainly· included measures of violence. The analysis was done by determining 
tha extent to Which exposure to this symbolic world cultiVates conceptions about 
the real world among viewers. A sample of one week of prime·time dramatic 
programming and one weekend of daytime (childr~n's) dramatic programming 
was composed for all three networks. One hundred and eleven television 
programs and 298: major characters Were cont~nt analyzed. Levels ofviolence 
were measured by determining the prevalence and rate of violent actions and 
characterizations. It has been. established that vioJence has continued to be an 
important partof dramatic programming and the findings showed positive 
assocrations between patterns of television content and conceptions of social 
reality held by heavy viewers. Heavy viewers as compared to light viewers 
were more likely to overestimate 1he numoer of people in real life involved in 
-6.-
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violence~ felt it more dangerous to walk alon~ at night, had higher mistrust of 
people and felt police must often use force and violence at a scene of a crime. 
These findings showed that heavy television viewing cultivated fear of violence. 
Another cultivation study was completed by Pingree and Hawkins (1'981 ). 
This article looked at the cultivation effect ofUniled States television (:)n 
Australians. The hypoth(:}sis was that the amount oftelevision viewing and 
people's conceptions of reality will appear more like the reC]Iity present-ed on 
televisionJhan the actual reality of the •real world." One thousand two hundred 
and eighty ·questionnaires wnic.h comained items assessing a . variety of 
opinions~ media beliefs and habits, and knowledge were given to second, fifth, 
eighth and .eleventh graders from Perthtfhe largest city in Western Australia. 
Two weeks after completing the questionnaires, a four.;day diary of television 
viewing was. obtained from 1085 ofthe original sample. It was found that 
viewing crime-adventure programs correlated with the television-biased 
response that the tJnited States was· a "mean world." Also, Australian childre-n 
were influenced by United States crime-adventure programs to believe that this 
was the social reality forth~ir own country.; and to a lesser extent, it being the . . . . . . 
reality of thelJnited States. In other words, cultivation of beliefs about the 
world. in this case, does occur even when the messages were brought in from 
another country. 
A third examination of ClJitiva.tion was explored by Abuoer (1984). This 
article stated that .. active television viewing, defined as cognitive and a1fective 
-7-
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orientations and evaluations relative to specific.television content hav:~ been 
explored as viable theor~tical constructs having influence on adults' 
construction ofsocial reality; (p. 169). Tl}is article rooked at how active 
(viewer's choice) television viewing might affect the coltivation paradigm of 
thought. The method consisted of 163 telephone interviews.selected by 
random digitdialing. Questions were asked about prime-time television only, 
starting with frequency of viewing, and then how active (critical and analytical 
processing of information obtained from television messages) a viewer each 
participant was. Active te.levision v4ewing was tested by asking people to 
speCify what they attend to when they watch television, whether th:ey care about 
characters, and if they talk abput the television messages th~y watch. One 
hundred and forty·seven subjects regularly watched piirnetime television 
programs which were the sc;~mple for the study. Contentanalysis of primetime 
television· between si)( and ten p.m. was conducted to determine the amount of 
violence depicted on these. programs which might cultivate a perception of the 
world as a .. mean world... The result$ indicate that the. more ofthis type of 
programming that viewers exposed themselves to, the more the viewers 
believed the world to be a "mean worlo." ~However, the more cognitive. activity, 
or actual thinking about the world as it really is, the less likely they were .to be 
cultivated by evening television content about the world as a Nmean .. place. The 







Another cultivation study was done by Bryant {1986). This article was a 
col'lStructJv~ ~ritique on the. cultivation hypothesis. For n.early a decade, 
researchers have examined findings from the cultivation hypothesis. and the 
cumulative evidence gathered quite regularly has offered support for the 
cultivation process. Widespread recognition of cultivation research can be: 
found in many ways an.d for different publics. It was found that out of 1 00 :syllabi 
from Mass Media and Sodety courses taughtJn United States colleges and 
universities, cultivation was one of three topics receiving detailed examination 
in more than half the classes. Cultivation was not lirnitep only to the· 
communication discipline. lt was found that some basic 1extbooks in 
psychology and sociology att(ibute cultivationto their discipline with some 
regularity. This artiCle suggested that television has the ability to d istort reality 
and it seemed appaten.t tharc~ltivation "explains· common subjective 
observations held,by television critics. This suggests. burin no way .. p-roves," 
that the cultivatiOn process is a sound idea. 
Lastly. Weaver and Wakshlag· (1986) completed an examination of 
cultivation by television. This study tried to determine the impact of the 
mediated ·experien·ce on perceptions of persona! vulnerability to crime, 
independentoflnfluence Uorn direct and interpersonal experiences. It looked at 
th~ unique and independent influence of information about crime and violence 
conveyed by television and hOIN this information develop~d certain perceptions. 
-9-
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The sample .consisted of 108 undergraduate students who were enroUed in an 
intermediate-level communication clas$. Subjects completed a three part 
questionnaire, which was designed to crassify them into one of three areas of 
violent crime victimization experiences and to assess television viewing habits 
and crime-related judgments. The results for the respondents. who solely 
reported the mediated experience showed that crime related viewing :was . 
related positively to concerns for petspnal safety in hypothetical situations 
similar to those in television drama. and weakly for future personal victimization. 
This~ finding suggests that higher exposure to exaggerated depictions of crime 
on television, in the absence of other more direct sources of information, may 
lead to the ·belief that there is a larger likelihood that they will be victims of 
crime. The data for the grot;.rp were co.nsistent with the "cultivation· effect 
A summary of the cultivation effect studies reviewed above reveals that 
heavy viewers as compared to .light and non-.viewer$ are more likely to 
overestimate society as a "mean world." Findings shpwed that television 
viewing has the ability to cultivate fear ofviolence as well as cultivating 
viewers' social reality asawhole. 
- 10-
I SOAP OPERA RESEARCH: 
The first article. irr this literature review which discuss~s the effects of 
exposure to>soap operas was done by Gerbn·er (1"980}. According to thi·s article, 
images portrayed on daytime soap operas about the elderly cultivate. our 
-concept of aging and the ag·e roles we assume. TeleVision, a$ a distributor of 
images and a large part o1 our culture, presents a world of places, people and 
roles. This research looked at the distribution of a,ge roles in the mediated 
worlds of prime·time and weekend daytime (children's} network television 
dramas. ihe method of study consisted ot the periodic content analysis of 
samples of prime-time and weekend daytime network television dramatic 
programming. and the analysis of ~urvey data on attitudes and opinions to 
de~ermine how conceptions of social reality were affecled by television viewing 
habits (cultivation habits). The analysis-showed that age was a strong 
determinant of who appeared and gained most on televis ion. Television 
programming .demonstrated a central ~ge tendency .(characters between 25 
and 35 years old), and heavily under;.represented both young and old pe<?pl~. 
Older characters were found to be treated with d isrespact. with 70 percent of 
oldet men and over SO percent of alderwomen not held in high esteem or 
treated courteously in television dramas. Survey findings suggest that 
te levision cultivated negative images ofth~ elderly. Heavy viewers Qf1h.ese 






people were not open-minded, not adaptable, not bright or alert, and were a 
vanishing breed as compared to people between 25 and 35 years old. 
Another soap opera stucly was done by Buerkel-Rolhfuss and Mayes {19.81 ). 
This article loo.ked .at the relationship between exposure to soap operas and 
perceptions about people and events ir\ the real world. Perceived life 
satisfaction and self-concept were ·also. examined in relation to soap opera 
viewing. Data were cotJected from 290 students at a large S.outhern University. 
Of the students~ 71 percent said 'they watched at least one episode of one soap 
opera perweek. Items on the survey covered their perceptions of people and 
events in the wortd. their own satisfc;1ction with life and their se!f-co,cept The 
resutts show~dth~t increased exposure (i'lu!Tiberof episodes o.t -each soap 
opera watched in a week) to soap operas was strongly associated with ·higher 
estimates of the numbers of doctors, lawyers, affairs, divorces, illegitimate 
children and abortions in the real world. In g.enetal, there were. strong 
indicators that viewers (people who watched at least one soap opera in a 
"typical week") compat~d to non-viewers have di1ferent "real world" perceptions 
of professionals and problems. An individual's self-concept appeared to be 
inversely related to soap opera viewing {the higher selt"concept, the lower the 
arnount of viewin_g exposure), and the life satisfaction index was negatively 
associated with exposure {the more satisfied one is w ith his or her life, the le$s 





A third study o.h soap opera's effects on individuals' reality ofth~ wqrtd was 
dooe by Grady (f982}. This article was about the viewersi fascination with1he 
fantasy drama and how daily soap operas are affecting young peopie in their 
belie1s (divorce, incest, doctors; etc.). It was noted that more people tuned in to 
watch who shotJ.R. ·on the nighttime soap .. Dallas", tt1an to watch both· the 
Democratic and Republican Presidential Conventions· combined. Information 
like this can lead one to surmise that the majority of television viewers was more 
interested in' the television world than they were with the "real world.'" According 
to this article it is important to .s~ee the world as our media present it and to 
recognize the power of 'this force in our .society. The· focus of this ·study was .a 
case study on the soap opera.,. •As the World Turns." This study was to examine 
. . 
how-a soap opera reflects changes in society over time. ltwas founq thatthe 
reality presented by "As the World Turns" was in conflict with a large portion of 
what society -is taught For example, we are taught to ~eek the truth, but "'As the 
World Tums .. d~niQnstrates that seeking the truth is risky, because the truth can . . . 
be painful This study noted that viewers who· do not think creatively, analyze 
the "raality" of the media or question authority are more likely .to have a beliefin 
the metaphysical (communication with the ghost of a dead character), which is 
sometim~s represented in soap operas. This article implied that heavy use of 
television can distort reality, (particularly tot those who do not analyze the 





/ viewers of soap operas take a closer look at.actt,Jal reality, ~s opposed to the 
"reality• of television. 
Another soap opera study was done by Carveth and Alexander (1985). The 
purpose of this study waslo examine the influence that the- amount of soap 
opera viewing had on toe cultivation effect. It was hypothesized that the-amount 
and length of soap opera exposure would be related positively to the 
overestimations .ofthe size of certain demographic groups (more doctors~ more 
lawyers), and the frequency of occurrence of selected behaviors (such as 
abortion, div()rce, in¢est) in the •real world ... Also studied was the utility of 
incorporating differences in vieWing motives (why sorriec:me watches} into the 
cultivation research framework in order to e~amine whether certain viewing 
motives explain additional variance incuttivatiori an$wers. For example, a 
viewer who watches for escapism may have different cultivation scores than a 
viewer who watches for relaxation. Two hundt~d and sixty-five college students 
were given questionna:ires to complete about their age, gender. semester 
stanqing, SAT scores, their levels of soap opera exposure, ·how long they had 
been watching soaps and their level of overall .television viewing. It was found 
that the amount of soap opera viewing related positively to overestimations of 
the size of certain occupational g·roups (doctors, lawyers) and the frequency of 
~elected behaviors (divorce, incest. abortion) in the real world. Soap opera 
viewers gave higher estimates for every cultivation item (:more doctors, etc:: 






results suggest that viewer motivation (the reason why they view) was strongly 
related·to the manifestation of the cultivation effect, Viewers who frequently and 
ritualiStically select soap operas as an undemanding aetivity may be most 
vulnerable to the messages. 
Another soap opera study was compl~ted by Ale~ander (1985). This study 
e>lamined the influence ofduration and amount ofadolesc:;ent soap opera 
viewing in relational perceptions (th~ir perceptions of how relationships 
develop anti/or deteriorate). The overall research question addressed in this 
study was what combination of variables best explain the relationship among 
adolescents'" daytime television serial viewing, motives, and personal 
experiences in predicting relati9nal perceptions. Ouestionnarres were collected 
from 230 stJ.Jdents In the sixth and seventh grades that examine.d the links 
between soap opera viewing and their perceptions of the nature of 
relationships. It was found that the typical teen soap opera vi-ew~r was female 
who views for enjoym~nt afld has been viewing f.or a long time (more than three 
years); For females, it was shown that the motives of viewing for enjoyment and 
reality exploration contributed to the perc~ption that talking qut.problems in 
relationships is important. It was found that males· perceptions of relationships 
that were having problems were linked to their current amount of soap opera 
exposure. The importance of talking out problems in relationships showed a 






I A 'final study·on soapope.ras.wasdone by Perse (1986). This study was an 
extension of Carveth's and Alexander's (19e5) work :by examining cuitivation 
and television viewing patterns. Perse predicted that the interrelationships 
among television viewing motives, attitudes, and behaviors would better explain 
any cultivation effect associated with daytime television soap opera viewing. 
Questionnaires were.given .to 458: college ~tt.idents. Areas surveyed were 
viewing behaviors Of so.ap opera viewers; soap opera vieWing motives; soap 
opera attitudes (perceived: realism of what was viewed), and cuttiva1ion 
perceptions (diVO!Ce, violence). As a result. ritualistic soap opera viewing, 
duration, higher soap opera affinity, and lower perceived realism of what they 
viewed on soap operas were not supported as .being strong indicators :of the . . . . 
cultivation effect. The cultivation analysis fo.und viewers ano non-viewers of 
soap operas to differ Significantly on their cultivation scores, It was found that 
patterns of soap opera use related to cultivation perceptions~ On the whol.e, it 
was demonstrated that heavy .use ,of 'Soap operas can lead to a false reality on 
certain cultivation items (doctors. divorce. etc.), In other words; heavy viewers of 
soap opere1s felt thatthere were more doctors, lawyers. more divorce, etc., in the 
"real world .. than did the non-viewers of soap operas. 
A summary of the soap opera studies reviewed in the prece.eding 
paragraphs shows that viewers compared to non-viewers have. many different 
perceptions· of reality. It is felt that heavy use of soap operas can cultivate a 
-16-
false reality, so when they are viewing these types of programs, they should 
question .the reality orthe television programs they are watching. 
CLOTHING AS A NONVERBAL EXPRESSION OF IOENTITY: 
This section will g ive the re~deran understanding of the communication 
effects that clothing has on the individuaL Orie will notice that clothing plays 
other roles ·besides warmth and protection from the surrounding elements. 
The first study in this review on clothing was done by Taylor and Compton 
(1"968}. The purpose ofthis :study was to investigate· the relationship between 
conformity in dress; :preferences for color, design. and ·texture in fabrics and 
seJected personality characteristics of college women. Four instruments were 
adniintstered to 35 .women enrolled in two classes. It was found that students 
high in-conforming dress behavio-r were interested> in maintaining .harrnonious 
relations with others. From the. evidence, it seemed that students who conform . " • . . 
in their dres.s do so in order to be accepted by. and liked by tho$e students 
around them. and hott)ecause of an appreciation for form and harmony (color~ 
texture and design). 
A second study of the ir'nportance· of clothing was done by Hendricks, Kelly 





cohesion and the oplnlons :of twelfth grC;lde girts abo.ut .clothing, appearance and 
social acceptance. This examination was a longitudinal study of the same class 
of high school girls. fr'Qm the ninth grace. One hundred a net thirty-eight girls from 
the same high school were involved in·this study. The data were obtained by 
two instruments: a background questionnaire and an open-ended interview 
schedule. The background questionnaire obtained personaLinformatiort and 
the interview schedule sought the. opinions of the girls about their general. grou,p 
acceptance. clothing and appearance. tt was found that the girts agreed that 
c;lothing influenced a girl's popUlarity at their school and clothing played an 
important rote ~oncerning group acceptance. This study confirmed. that clothing 
played an important ro.le in the teenager's ability to establish adequate self:. 
identity. 
Another study on clothing was completed by Pinaire (1973). This study 
looked at clothing styles as a..syrnb()lic expression oft he se If, by identifying 
those traits which were usefui in discrirriihl:lting among wearers of different 
clothing styles. Fou.r clothirig Styles were developed for female college 
students:··.high,.fashion, low-fashion, non-fashion, and counter~fashion, Subjects 
consisted ofa random sample ol400 college women. with 221 re·spondents. 
The data were divided into four variable sets; identity. attitude. value; and 
moods or personality; The findings indicate.d thatwearers o1 four different 
clothing styles can be differentiated by their identity. attitude, value, and mood 




acted to sorne extent, as C1 symbolic indicator of identity, attitudes, values, 
moods,. and personality. 
A final $tudy on the importance of fa$ hi on was done by Kaiser and Chandler 
(1985) .. This article looked at the.perceptions of older consumers with respect to 
portrayals of older adults in the media and to the processing of appearance 
symbols and fashion information. The method consisted of self~administ&red 
que$tionnaires that were distributed to persons 50 years of age or older. A total 
of209 usable questionnaires were returned. Responoents' recollectioris and 
perceptions of both clothinQ seen and· older adults' port~yars on television 
programs and _commercials were obtained frorn open~E;lnded questions~ It was 
found that females-. who spent more on clothing, were more likely ~han males, 
who spent less. to reportsome media use fpr faShion ideas. Males whG·spemt 
more than 200 dollars a year on clothing were significahtly more likely than 
females, who spent more than 200 dollars a year on clothing, to use television 
for-fashion information. News/talk show!; and daytime/evening. soap opera 
shows were mentioned frequently as showing clothes which were li-ked. 
Consistent with. other studies., older soap opE;Jra characters tend to be attractive 
and well dressed. 
A summary of the clothing and fashion studies reviewed. above 
demonstrates that clothing plays an important role for gaining group 
acceptance. Findings also showed that clothing helps establish one's self· 
identjty and that the style of clothing one wears tells something aboutthat 
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person. Thus. H the cultivation effect has taken place, heavy viewing olevening 
soap opeta program cont~nttoutd resultin the distorted view of reality that 
other women .dress like soap opera. characters in an elfOit\o ~xpress their sell' 
identity .. 
HYPOTHESES: 
Based ()n ·the lit~rature di~Cu~sed above, the following hypotheses have 
be~n formulated :for research: 
Hypothesis t: Women viewers of nighttime dramas will report that a 
larger number of women. in general, dress simi\ar\y to the women in 
nighttime :dramas than non~ viewers of ni$h1tim~ dramas, 
Hypothesis 2: Women viewers of nighttime dramas will be more likely 
to repQrttheose ofnighttimedramas as a source for1ashion infor-
mation than non-viewers of nigt)ttlme dramas. 
Hypothesis~.: Wom~n· viewers of nighttime. dramaswill reportthatit 
is more importantto dtess like the characters ih nighttime dramas 
tha.n non-viewers of nighttime dramas~ 
The. procedures . used to test .the hypotheses will be discussed in Qhapter 
Two.. 
Chapter2 
PROCEDl)HE AND. METHODS 
Many resee1tch studies. don~ on the cultivation effect. have been done by 
conducting surveys. This study followed the sury.~y 1orrnat~s well. The surveys 
were mai.led to the participants living quarters which allowed forprivGiCY and 
ample time to complete the survey~ Thus, this provided a good climate for tne 
participants to ~refully. consider their answers. This chapte'f will address the 
subjects,. questionnai r~ , ·coding. prQcedLJres, data analysis and the statisti<;al 
techniqu~s used in this study. 
SUBJECTS~ 
Thfs study was conducted ·by randomly surveying 300 women attending a 
private university in California. A total of 1 SO surveys were returned. thus 
providing a re$ponse rate of50%. The subjects ranged trom 18~year·old 
freshmen to a . 74·year·old graduate student: the mean age of :ths sample was 
21.2. The sample .containedwomenstudef\tsboth on andof1 campus, WhQ 




The items included in this questionnaire are original and author·created. 
The questionnaire consisted of five; mafn parts. (See Appendix A.) The first part 
asked questions to ascertain how much viewing exposure they have ·had tu the 
nighttime dramas, "Hotel'\ "LA, Law", "Dallas", "Dynasty", "Knots Landin~" and 
"Falcon Crest". For example. "'During the past week, how many hours during 
that weekdidyouwatcp of the above mentioned nighttime dramas.? .. The 
second part determined the extent to which viewers perceive that they dre·ssed 
like the women in nighttirne·dramas. For example, "How m~ny days during the 
week do you try to dress like the women in the nighttime dramas?" The third 
partasked questior'ls to see how the subjects compare. how women dr.ess in 
general compared to the women in the nighttime dramas. For example, "During 
the dayJn general, ,hO\V rnany women out of ten women do you feel dress like 
the women in the nig.htlime dramas mentioned above?" The fourth part ~asked a 
question to see if the subjects use .the nighttime dramas to see what is in style. 
For example, ·How important are nighttime ·dramas in helping you determine 
what is in style? .. The fifth part ofthe questionnaire asked demographic 
questions. 
The items included in this ques1ionnaire followed other soap opera and 
cultivation studies siniilar to Buerke!~Rothfuss and Mayes (1981 }, Perse {1986), 
Carveth and Alexander (1985), Rouner(1984}, and Pingree and Hawkins 
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(1981).. Areas covered were amount of exposure to the programs, frequency 
of viewing, cultivation questions .and df3mographics. 
CODING PROCEDURES: 
The independent variable used for the data analysis was question number 
three on the que·stionnaire (see Appendix A), "Duri-ng the past week, h.ow many 
hours during that week did you watch of the above mentioned nighttime 
dramas?" Those subjects who marked one, two, three, four, five or six were 
considered viewers, wtlich were .coded as group. one. Those subjects who 
marked zero were-considered non-viewers, which were coded as group two. 
Question number three was used as the independent variable, because it 
was constructed to measure the amount ofE!xposure to the nighttime dramas. 
Since nighttime dramas are series, one can assume that these subjects have 
seen the show,. or; shows previous to that week and are viewers -ot nigh~time 
dramas. Indeed, if a subject checked two hours or more, this would indicate 
exposure to some combination of th~s~ $hows depending on viewer 
convenience (i.e •• night of the. week they were home). 
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DATA ANALYSIS: 
Each hypothesis was tested as outlined belo.w. 
H1·~ Viewers of nighttime dramas will report that a larger number of women, in 
.general, dress similarly to the women in nighttime dramas than non-viewers of 
nighttime dramas. 
To test this hypothesis, the subject's exposure s~ore was cross-tabulated 
with ·her cultivation scores. Qu~stion number three was .collapsed into two 
groups, vi~wers and non~viewers. For each otthese two groups the mean 
exposure scorep were compared to see iftheyw.ere significantly different on 
their cultivation· scores. 
H2-·.Viewers of nighttime dramas were more likely to report. th~ use of nighttime 
dramas.as a source for fashion information than non~viewers of nighttime 
dramas. 
The :same item number three was cross-tabulated with "fashion information" 
scores again by collapsing the popUlation into two groups of subjects who . . . - . 
indicated they were either viewers or non-viewers. For each of these two groups 
the means of the exposure scores were compared to see if they w~re: 
I 
significantly different on their "fashion information" scores. 
H3~-Viewers of nighttime dramas will report that it is more important to dress like 
I the characters in nighttime dramas than non-viewers of nighttime drama-s. 
I -24-
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The same item number three w~ cross~tabl.dated With ·cress like the 
characte,.. scores by collapsing the p.oputation into two groups of subleCt.S who 
indicated they wer~ either viewers or non .. viewers. For each of.fherse two 
groups the means of the e,cpo$t.ne. sqpres·were compared to see if each was 
significantly different on their .. dress like the character" scores. 
STATISTICAL TECHNIQUES: 
The· three hypotheses ofthis study were tested by the use of T'·tests. 8Jpha 
was set aC051or each pfthe hypothesis employing .the T ~test. 





This .chap.ter wiU .disc.lJss the r~sults toundfor each hypothesis with a 
summary of the overan results at the end of the chapter. 
Hypothesis 1: 
Worneru;iew~rs ot nighttime dramas wHI report 1hat 
a larger number of women, in general, dress similal'ly 
to the women in nighttime dramas thari non·vieV"ers 
.ofnighttime dramas. 
The f9llowing table contains the results of que-stion numbersl5, 7, .8. 9 .. lO; 
. . . 
1 t, 12and t3:whichwere usedto compare the means of cultivation by viewe(s 
and non4 viewers o1 nighttime dramas~ 
\ 
TABLE: 1 

















































Note: • indicates significance. N ·for viewers = 6.6~. N for non-viewers ~· 81. 
The results indicate that vrewers of.nig·httime dramas compared to non-
viewers of nighttime dramas had significantly ·highercu!tivation scores. Six of 
the eight cultivation .questions had statisticaHy significant T -values, where 
signifio~nce was shown when T was greater than L96'. Although questions six 
and eight T-values were .not greater than 1.96, the means fill in the predicted 
direc.tiqn of the hypothesis. Questions numbered $ix through 11 indicate th~re 
were significantly higher cultivation sc;ores with the viewers of nighttime dramas 
than there were ior non-viewe·rs of nighttime dramas. Thus, hypothesis number 
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1 was confirmed; women viewers of nighttime dramas reported that they 
believe a larger number of women. in general~ dress similarly to the wornen in 
nighttime dramas than non-vieWers of nighttime dramas. 
Hypothesis 2: Women viewers o111ighttime dramas will be more likely 
to report ·the useofnighttime dramas as a source tor 
fashion information than non~ viewers of nighttime dramas. 
The following table contains the results of question number 4 which was 
used to compare the means of fa-shion styles information bY viewers and non-
viewers of night\irne dramas. 
TABLE:2 
Comparison of Means on Fr3shion Styles Information by Viewers and Non· 
vtew~rs 
au.estionnai re Mean ior 




1.7831 ·4.58 0.000 
NOTE: •· jndiC>:!tE)S siQ oificance, N for viewers = 66: 1'J for non-viewers = 83. 
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The results indicate that women vieWers of nighttirne dramas use the 
·nighttime dramas more than non-viewers-to help them .to determine what is trr 
style . The T;.va.Jue Was higher than the necesS(J.ry value of 1.96. The me~n fQr 
viewers (2.5909), indicates that vieWers feel that nighttime dramas are be·tween 
u'himportal'lt and neither important nor unimportant (se~ Appendix A; question 
number 14},. in helping them .determine what is in style. The mean fort he npn• 
yieWers indicates that nighttime drama~ are betw¢en being unimportant and 
very unimportantiri helping them to determine what is in style. Thu~~ hypothesis. 
number2 is confirmed; women viewers of nighttime dramas are more likely to 
report the use. Qf nighttime dramas as a source for fashion information than non-
vievve~· Of nighttime dramas. 
Hypothesis 3.: Women viewers of nighttime>dramas will report thatit is 
more Important to dress lik~ the characters in nighttime 
dram~s than non-viewers of nighttime dramas. 
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The following table contains resutts of ques1ion numbers 4. s. and 15 which 
were used to compe1re th~ means of importance of dressing lfke the characte-rs 
in the nighttime dramas for viewers and non-viewers. 
TABLE:3· 
Comparison of Means on Importance of Dressing Uke the Characters in 
Nighttime Dramas for Viewers and Non-viewers 
Questionnaire Mean tor Mean for T-va!ue Two~ tailed 
Item Viewers Non-viewers Probability 
04 1.9394 1.4691 *3.17 0.002 
05 0;3939 0.1829 1.51 0.133 
015 1.9848 1.51:81 *3;25 0.001 
Note: • indicates significance. N for viewers = 66; N for non-viewers = 81. 
The results indicate that women V1ewers of nighttime dre1mas try to dress 
more like the ·women in the nighttime :dramas, and find it more important to . . . 
dress fikethe women in nighttime dramas. than the non-viewers·of nighttime 
dramas. The r .. values were.significantfor que$tions four and fifteen (greater 
than 1.96} bu1 riotfor number five. But, the means for question number five fill in 
the predicted direction of the hypothesis. Thu~. hypothesis number 3 was 
confirmed; women viewers· of nighttime dramas reported that it was more 
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importantto dress like the characters in nighttime dramas than non..:viewers of 
nighttime dramas. 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS: 
In summarY-. results c:onfirmed all three .hypotheses of the study.: the viewers . . 
fe1t that a larger numberdfwomen. in general. dress similarily to the women in 
nighttime dramas than do non-viewers; the viewers rt3ported they were more 
likely to use nighttime dramas as a source for fashion irii qr·mation than the non-
viewers of nig\"lttime d ramas; and the viewers reported that it was more 
important to d ress Uke tha Characters in nighttin\Etdramas than the non-vieWers 
of nighttime dramas. 
Adiscusslon ·of·toese results will be·provided in Chapter Four, 
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The results of this study do seem to support the author's contention that 
there is good reasonto study fashion as an element of the: cUltivation effect of 
nighttime dramas. The discussion in this chapter will focus on each hypothesis 
in order and 1hen summarize the findings. of the stUdy. 
\twas stgnificant that tlie women viewers had cuttivation scores which 
indicated that they felt that real world women, in general, dress more like the 
characters in the nighttime dramas. tn addition. findings showed 1hat viewers 
feit thatthe characters in. nighttime dramas were not overdressed and felt that 
these shows are better indicators of how women really dressthan the nqn-
viewers did. These findings support that nighttime dramas. which seem to ever· 
exaggerate reality, d.o nave an effect on women.viewers' perCeptions of hew 
women dress ln real'lile. Thus, the applic;ltion. of fashion to the cu ttivati ori ett eel 
o1 nighttim!l dramas becomes ·important. because ~ . tur1rer enables one to 
understand how exposure tl'l shows whiCh a.re over-exaggerated tacets oi 
reality can cause viewers to nave difteren\ perceptions ot reality than non-
viewers~ 
Another·purpose ot this studY was to compare viewers and non-vrewers ot 
nighttime Oramas to determine· the importance that these s~ows have in helping 
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individuals determine what is ih style. The ~inding~ were significant in that 
viewers reported nighttime dramas more -imp.ortant for gaining fashion 
information. On the other hand, the-findings indicate that neither viewers nor 
non-viewers feel that watching nighttime dramas is important to help·.them to 
determine what is in style-. Although the data indicated· that the nighttime 
dramas were not rated as important in helping viewers determine what is In 
style, viewers did tend to use the Shows for fashion information more than ·non--. - . . . 
viewers. 
Evidence indicated that both viewers and non.,.viewers felt it unimportant 10 
dress like the characters 1n the nighttime dramas. However, viewers indicated it 
was "unhnportant" while non-viewers indicated it was "very unimportant," thus 
suggesting .that viewers regard the importance and frequency ot dressing like 
the characters as slightly more important than non•viewers. Non-viewers said 
thatthey dress like the charaCters be~vveen "very infrequently" and "infrequently" 
and .find it "very unimportant" to dress like the women in nighttime dramas. 
Although there was a statistically significant difference between viewers and 
non-viewers. the results indicate that viewers. in general, rea!ly don't try to dress 
like the characters in the nighttime dramas, nor do they find it very important to 
dressJike the characters. In fact, viewers try to dress like the characters less 
than one h~llfday per week. 
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CONCLUSIONS: 
The major conclusion of th~ study is that there is good evidence to_ suggest 
that -exposure-to nighttime dramas may cultivate women's perGeptions of 
fashion. Almost every result -of the study suggests that viewers are significantly 
more affected by the. nighttim£fdramas they watch than the non-vi.ewers. It 
seems evident that viewers cfind: the clothing worn by the women on the 
nighttime dramas to be more realistic than do the non-viewers. Basically, it 
seems thatthe cultivation effect did take place. 
There is anassumpti()tlthat frequent viewers will be more likely to give .the· 
"television"answer·-basically, the answe·r that reflects -televisiori'sview ofthe 
world. Accordi-ng to Parse (1 986), they will be less like·ly to give the .answer 
reflecting how the world really is, as seen, for example, in heavy soap opera 
viewers. 
With this past statement in mind and considering the significantfindings in 
this study, wOmen vi~Wers of nighttime dramas· feel that more women. in 
general, dress like the characters in ·nighttime dramas; viewers use nighttime 
dramas moi'(;J as a source for fashion information: and viewers find it more 
important to dress like the characters in nighttime dramas than di:> non-viewers •. 
one can seethe influence that certain television program content can have on 
viewers' perceptions of -reality. 
Secondly. it is the contention of this author that one could seriously se.e how 
clothing manufacturers could take advantage of these findings and apply 
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advertising campaigns during nighttime dramas which could promote similar 
clothing styles to those worn by the· characters on the nighttime dramas. 
Ba!)ically. If viewers see that the clothing worn by the characters on nighttime 
dramas can be bought and are given the correct inforina1ion, it Is realiStic to 
believe that some heayy viewets may now have the neededincentive to 
purchase such styles. In fact, a fragrance :called "Forever Krystal" is currently 
being marketed using television commercials during "Dynasty." Unda Evans, 
who plays Krystal Carrington in "Dynasty," also does the commercials for the 
fragrance. Maybe in the near future we will see lead characters promoting the 
clothes they we.ar on .their shows on television commercials :durir}g their 
nighttime drama. 
LiMITATIONS: 
The main problem with this study had to do with the questionnaire. The 
problem the author see~ with the questionnaire used was·that a good item on 
the survey was tacking which was needed to better define. exposure to pighttime 
dramas. Question number one on the. questionnaire was too vague (see 
Appendix A}, "How many ofthe nighttime dramas have you ever watched?" A 
subjectcould have checked all six programs with tbe possibility of seeing each 
show for only five minutes. With that possibility in mind, .the question was 
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drc;:>pped as an indicator of a viewer of nighttime dramas, and therefore was n,bt 
used in the final analysis. 
Question number two on the questionnaire was also too vague (see 
Appendix A), "on the average, how many hours per week do you watch oi the 
above mentioned nighttime drama.s?" On the average means that an 
approximation has to be made. When people have to ma~e guesses~ the 
chance for error is more. likely to happen. So to minimize the chance for error, 
question number two was not. used in the .final analysis 
The question used. (see Appendix A) "During the past week, hoW many 
hours during that week did yov watch ofthe above mentioned nighttime 
dramas?" did help d~termine that these subjects were exposed to these shows. 
However. it doesn't say how· much -exposure they have had 10 these shows. 
Also, a •non-viewer" might have missed a week of television viewing due to 
e~ams, personal crises or heavy homework. Therefore. it is possible that some 
of the non-viewers could have actUally been heavy viewers of nighttime 
dramas. The author feels a question which probed their specific viewing habits 
would have been a better indicator of a viewer of nighttime dramas. For 
example. "Of the above. mentioned nighttime dramas, how many do you try to 
follow on a regular basis?" 
When doing studies involving college students as the subject population. it 
is already a ''given .. that the population is biased and ·cannot be generalizat;>ie-
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.beyond that. However, the subjects used in this.study attended .. a high tuition 
private unive-rsity. This may have in some respects biased:the results due to 
this subject p·opulation's lifestyle, perceptions of r~ality, and particularly the 
importance of fashion. This is not to say thatthe population used in this study 
was weak. ln. faCt, college student~ are hUrnan beings, and since all human 
beings share certain common .charact-eristicS, it follows that the behavior of 
college students could suggest patterns that· may be found in others (Tucker, 
. . . 
Weaver and Berryman Fink, 1981). Butfor the future, it would seem that using a 
large .. sample of women who are out in the "real world .. may ·shed important 
findings. the author feels that a larger sample size would help to. de~ermine the 
difference between a tight ·and.a heavy viewer •. Which this-study did not. Also • 
sampling women in the "real world" may shed important findings. 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURERESEARCH: 
The effects that nighttime dramas have on viewers' fashiortperceptions of 
how people dress should be, studied for future research. Future studies could 
look at men's perceptions of how other women .dress, women's perceptions of 
how other men dress and men's perceptions of how other men dress. 
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IMPLICATIONS: 
Knowing that nighttime dramas may cultivate womtm's fashion perceptions 
is an excellent beginning for future research in this area. It is the, c.ontention of 
this author that this study has shed some additional valuable information within 
the. field .. Qf cultivation researchthat viewers of •nighttiriie dr~rnasn'!~Y alsot>e 
affected by whafthe chara¢ters ·wear.as wen as what 'they say and do. 
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This.questionll.aiteis designed to ask you some questions about the 
nighttime TV drama shows you watch and how you feel about fashion. 







l. How inany of the above rughttimedramas 'have you ~ver watched? (Check aU that 
apply.) 
I 1 Hotel 
[ ] Dallas 
l ] Knot's Landing 
{ J None of thes~ 
[ J L.A. Law 
[ J Dynasty 
[ J Falcon Crest 
2. On the average. how many hours per week do you watch ofthe abov~ mentioned 
dramaS'! . . . 
[ J one 
[) tWO 
[ ] three 
( 1 zero 
[ J four 
[ 1 five 
[ J six 
3. During the past week• how many hours during that week did you watch of the 
above mentioned nighttimedramas? 
[ J one 
[ 1 two 
[ ] three 
[ l zero 
[ J four 
[ J fiVe 
[ J six 
4. How frequently do ·you dress.like the women iri the above mentioned nighttime 
dramas? 
[ l veryfre.quentJy 
[ ) · frequently 
[ } neither frequernly nor infrequently 
[ ) infrequently · 
{ l veryinfrequently 
5. Howlll3.ny days dui"jng the average week do~you.uy to dress like the women in the 
·nighuin:ae dramas? · 
[ ] zero, [ l one. r ] two. [ l three, [ 1 four. [ ] five, [ ] si.x~ [ ] sevett 
· 6. During .the day<in genera!. how many out of ten \\·omen do you feel . dress like the 
women· in the, nighttime dramas IIlentioncd above? 
[ ] iero 
[ ] one 
r ] two 
r ] three 
[ ) f~)UT 
{ ] five 
[ } six 
[ ) seven 
39 
[ ) eight 
f J nine 
[ l ten 
· ........ . 
7. Of every ten women. how many do you feel wear evening clothes like the women 
. in the above· JDentioned nighttime dramas? 
l ) zero 
l 1 one. 
[ } two 
{ 1 three 
[ l ~our 
[ 1 five 
( 1 six 
{ 1 seven 
[ l eight 
l l rune 
( ] ten 
K Of every ten women, how many do you feel wear- outfit!\ at social evems (i.e .•. 
dinner parties and·.cocktail parties) like the women iri the ni~huime dramas 
inentioned.above? · 
I l zero 
[ 1 one 
[.]tWO 
[ 1 ihre~ 
[ J four 
I ] five 
{ 1 six 
l l seven 
t 1 eight 
t ). nine 
l ] ten 
9. . Ofevery ten women.llow many do y.:>u feel wear sleepir:~g attire like the women in 
the above nighttime draill:aS? · 
[ ]zero 
[ J .one 
[ ) tWO 
l 1 three 
I ] four 
[ l five 
[ 1 six 
{] seven 
[ l eight 
[ } nine 
( l u~n 
10. Of every ten womtm,:bow marty do you feel weat clothes at informat outdoor 
.settings (i.~ .• tennii matches, picnies) like the women in the nighuime dramas 
mentioned ·above7 
[ ] zero 
[ ] one 
()tWO 
[ l four 
( ] five 
[ ] six 
r] seven 
{ J eiglu 
( ] nine 
r] ten 
[ ] three 
n. Of every ten women, bow many do you feel wear professional working·clothes like 
the women in the n~ghttime dramas mentioned above? 
[ ] zero 
[ ) o~e 
[]two 
[ '] three 
r ] four 
[ ] five 
[ ] six 
[ ] seven 
[ 1 eight 
( ) nine 
l ] ten 
12. Considering t,be nighttime dramas mentioned .above, do you find the women: 
[ ] very over~sed 
[ ) overdressed 
[ l neither overdressed nor: underdressed 
( ] uriderdressed 
{ } very underdressed 
13;ln general, do you feel iliatlbe ni,ghttime dramas 'ijlentioned above are: 
( J very good indic~tors of how women really dress 
[ ] good indicators of how women really dress 
[ ] neither good. nor bad indicator'S of how women really dress 
[ } bad indicatorS ofOOY/ ~omen really dress 
[ ] very bad indicators ofhow womenreallydress 
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14. flow important are nighttime dramas in helping you det~J1Jli ne wh:H is in st~·k? 
.l. l v~[y hnportant 
( l impor:tant 
L ] ~ithefimportant llrir unimwnant r J unimportant 
( 1 very unimpart~nt 
15. How important is iqo y()u tod,i:esslilce the women in ihe ni~huimc: dr:amas 
mentioned above? 
l } very important 
[ ] imponant 
[ · ] neimer imponanLnor UJl.imponam 
[ } unimportant 
I ] very unimportant 
16. Do you use programs other tharuhe one~ mentioned ~hove for fa!>hio~ 
infotmation? ·Please specify: 
17. What year are you in school? 
18. What is your major? 
19. What is your race or ethnic background? 
20. What is your citizenship? 
21~ Whatis yoUr" ase'! 
22.. What is your IJ1arital .st~tus? 
41 
[ ] Frc:~hman 
r ] Soph~lO)OfC 
[ ] Junior 
{ ] Senior 
{ j Gr;tduatc S_tucknt 
1 J Blac). 
( J Hispanic, 
1 l Oriemat 
( J. Cauca:-i;m 
( ] Qthcr.....--...,----
f J t,:.S.A. . 
1 1 forei~n .Country 
( J Sin~h: 
r ] ~famed 
r l Se';'J;!Tatcd 
1 J Divorced 
[ 1 Wido"''d 
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